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Abstract

The Mulligan River springs occur on the eastern edge of the Simpson Desert in far south-west
Queensland, near the north-west margin of the Great Artesian Basin, and are associated with the
Toomba Thrust Fault. The springs provide the only permanent surface water in the driest part of
Australia. They have been focal points for human and animal activity for millennia, but despite
their cultural and ecological interest, they have received relatively little attention compared to
other Great Artesian Basin spring groups. Here we explore the hydrogeology, cultural history and
ecology of these springs through a review of published literature, early explorer journals, diaries
and letters of early settlers, books, and comprehensive field survey. Fragments of stories and dense
surface archaeology indicate intensive occupation at many of the springs by the Wangkamadla
people for thousands of years, but most of the knowledge about how people used, mythologised
and managed the springs did not survive the frontier period that saw the area depopulated. From
the 1880s, explorers and pastoralists marvelled at, relied upon and in many cases severely modified the springs. Shallow bores were sunk on or near springs, and others were excavated to improve
cattle access. Today, all except three of 90 documented springs remain active, although many are
highly modified and reductions in flow and wetland extent due to aquifer drawdown are likely to
have occurred. No endemic species are known to be associated with the Mulligan River springs,
but they support disjunct populations of some plants and fish. There appears to be considerable
natural dynamism in spring activity and flow, but springs in some areas have emerged or become
reactivated, apparently due to increased aquifer pressure following bore capping. Additional springs
were found during the most recent surveys, and a small number probably remain undocumented.
Improved understanding of recharge areas, aquifer connectivity and spring dynamism will inform
future management of these isolated oases, while detailed archaeological work will shed light on
patterns of Aboriginal use and better situate the springs in the wider cultural landscape.
Keywords: hydrogeology, cultural history, ecology, wetland extent, aquifer drawdown, grazing
disturbance
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Introduction
Ascending one of the sand ridges I saw a
numberless succession of these terrific objects
rising above each other to the east and west of
me … I find it utterly impossible to describe

the appearance of the country … The scene
was awfully fearful: a kind of dread came
over me as I gazed upon it. It looked like the
entrance into Hell (Captain Charles Sturt,
7 September 1845).
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When a scurvy-ravaged Captain Charles Sturt,
finally thwarted in his attempt to reach the geographic centre of the continent, described the
eastern edge of what is now known as the Simpson
Desert in a letter to his wife Charlotte, the country
to the west was completely unknown to white Aust
ralians. He could not have known that even here, in
the driest part of Australia, his red sandy hell, lay
ancient wells (mikiri) and spring-fed pools that had
sustained desert people for millennia.
It was another four decades before descriptions
of the springs that form the Mulligan River supergroup were published. Mulligan River Springs is
one of 12 spring ‘supergroups’ emanating from
the Great Artesian Basin (GAB), a series of interconnected sandstone aquifers underlying one-fifth
of Australia (Habermehl, 2006). Water enters
the GAB mostly at its eastern margin along the
Great Dividing Range, and percolates through
the sandstone in a generally south-westerly direction. Springs are natural discharge points for this
water, and occur around the basin’s edges or along
fault lines in western Queensland, north-west New
South Wales and north-east South Australia. The
journey from the intake beds to the desert springs
may take millions of years (Habermehl, 2001).
The Mulligan River supergroup occurs along
the north-eastern margins of the Simpson Desert
in far south-western Queensland (Figure 1). The
climate is hot and arid, with summer daytime maxi
mum temperatures regularly exceeding 40°C, and
an average annual rainfall of 165 mm at the geographic centre of the supergroup (derived from
the modelled surface in SILO; Jeffrey et al., 2001).
Rainfall is characterised by high inter-annual
variability, while the study area is also subject to
flooding from intermittent tropical monsoons to
the north. This supergroup has received comparatively little attention from researchers, compared to
the considerable interest in springs in other areas
of Queensland (Fairfax & Fensham, 2003; Kerezsy
& Fensham, 2013; Rossini et al., 2017), and in New
South Wales (Pickard, 1992; Powell et al., 2015) and
South Australia (Harris, 1981; Harris, 2002). They
were not included in recent research investigating
hydrogeological, ecological and cultural knowledge
of numerous spring groups (Silcock et al., 2014;
Fensham et al., 2016).
Here we explore the hydrogeology, cultural

h istory and ecology of the Mulligan River springs.
Locations of springs were documented by combining
the results of a previous survey (Fensham & Fairfax,
2003) with examination of historical maps (survey
run plans and the Queensland ‘4 mile’ series) and
Google Earth imagery; a review of journals, diaries,
letters and newspaper articles by early explorers,
pastoralists and travellers; and interviews with contemporary pastoral station managers. All known and
potential spring sites were visited between May and
August 2013. At each spring, the landscape position and surrounding vegetation were described
and photos taken. Each vent in a spring group was
marked with a hand-held GPS and its activity status
recorded. For active springs, soak and wetland area
(defined as >50% cover of wetland vegetation),
excavation damage (wells, pipes, bores, direct excavation) and impacts of stock and feral animals were
recorded. All plant species present in the spring wetland were recorded, and the wetland was surveyed
for fish, molluscs and other invertebrates. Where
there was free water, water chemistry measurements
(temperature, pH and conductivity) were taken.
We also noted surface archaeology at and around
springs, and supplemented these observations with
ethnographic observations from explorer and early
settler journals and diaries, monographs and books,
as well as contemporary ethnographic and archaeological studies. Camera traps were set up on nine
springs between August 2012 and May 2013 to
document fauna use.

Hydrogeology

The Mulligan River springs occur near the northwestern margin of the GAB, and the source aquifer
is the Hooray Sandstone (Habermehl, 1982), formerly referred to as the Longsight Sandstone, with
the Wallumbilla Formation acting as the over
lying aquitard. The springs are associated with
the Toomba Fault that has upthrown the sediments
of the aquifer by up to 300 metres from the west
(Simpson et al., 1985). The main Toomba Fault is
200 km long, has a vertical displacement of up to
6.5 km and contains ‘fracture zones’ measurable in
square kilometres (Harrison, 1980). The fault provides a significant obstruction to groundwater flow
and causes upwelling and discharge through the
springs. It is aligned in a north–north-west direction
between Beppery and Ethabuka Springs, and the
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westerly line to Montherida Spring and north–northeasterly line to Peanunga Spring (Figure 1) may be
associated with cross-faulting from the main fault.
The upwelling of groundwater at the Mulligan
River springs coincides with an area where groundwater flow converges from all directions including
the northern margin of the basin, which probably
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provides some local recharge (Radke et al., 2000).
The spring water is relatively alkaline with high
concentrations of total dissolved solids (Fensham
& Fairfax, 2003). A more detailed analysis to
determine the hydrogeology and contribution of
groundwater recharged from the northern margin of
the GAB is required for the Mulligan River springs.

Figure 1. The Mulligan River supergroup with main spring groups named. Active spring groups shown by black
triangles; inactive spring groups, white triangles (the status of Camp Spring is unknown). Carlo Flat group includes
Post, East, Crater, Brolga, Blacks, Natural Well, Talaera, Wandera, Triple and Eagle Springs. Major drainage lines
are marked in green, and semi-permanent (containing water for >70% of the time on average) waterholes in black;
bores are marked as black circles. Property boundaries are black; the now-abandoned rabbit-proof netting fence
is shown in grey. The extent of the area shown in Figure 3 is marked by the yellow box. SPOT10 imagery as
background shows the eastern margin of the Simpson Desert dunefields and floodplains of the Mulligan River and
Sylvester Creek.
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History of Aboriginal Occupation

The Wangkamadla people lived in the area encompassing the Mulligan River springs for millennia.
The oldest recorded sites in the Simpson Desert
date occupation to late Holocene (the last 3000
years; Smith, 2013), but landforms of the region are
not ideal for deep-time archaeological sequences
and sites to the north and south-east suggest earlier
occupation of at least 10,000 years ago (Davidson,
1983; Robins, 1993). The presence of waterholes
and springs along the Mulligan River suggest that
it would have provided a ‘corridor’ for settlement
and occupation, rather than a ‘barrier’ as typically
hypothesised for Australia’s dunefield deserts (Veth,
1993; Simmons, 2007; Smith, 2013). The springs
provide the only permanent surface water in the
area (Silcock, 2009), and were thus vital for human
occupation, as well as supporting relatively high
densities of game animals (Barton, 2001). People
would have congregated around the springs during
dry times and moved into other environments when
ephemeral surface water allowed (Birdsell, 1971;
Barton, 2001; Petersen, 2005).
Surface archaeology indicates intensive habita
tion and activity at many springs. Stone flakes
and cores were found at 26 of the 33 major spring
groups, and grindstones and hearths at 13 and four
spring groups, respectively. There are large bone
middens at three springs: Allawonga, Ethabuka and
Bookera, all of which are situated in or near dunes.
These middens and stone artefact scatters extend
>1 km from the springs, and some middens contain
the bones of now-extinct, medium-sized mammals.
Archaeological assemblages at the springs reflect
the length and intensity of site occupation, and use
of the springs as residential base camps where a
wide range of activities were undertaken (Barton,
2001). In Barton’s (2001) study, two spring sites
(Alnagata and Ethabuka) had the highest density
and diversity of artefacts recorded across seven
landscape units sampled. The quantity of grindstone material suggests large-scale processing of
seeds during periods of site use by large numbers
of people (Barton, 2001). Large ceremonial and
social events were held near GAB springs around
Lake Eyre (Horn & Aiston, 1924), and it is possible
that similar gatherings were held at the Mulligan
River springs. These springs lie on the western
edge of an extensive trade system (McBryde, 2000),

and provide the closest reliable water to extensive
groves of the pituri shrub (Duboisia hopwoodii)
that was harvested and traded throughout inland
eastern Australia; dried pituri leaves and stems
mixed with Acacia ash were chewed as a narcotic
and an analgesic (Silcock et al., 2012). The role of
the springs in this trade network has not been investigated, but they may have been stop-over points
on these journeys, and possible sites for processing
and preparation of pituri (Silcock et al., 2012).
Aboriginal belief systems have parallels with
groundwater and spring mythologies worldwide,
including the presence of ancestral beings and
the healing power of the waters (Ah Chee, 2002;
McDonald et al., 2005; Toussaint et al., 2005).
There are a number of known stories following,
traversing and associated with the Mulligan River
(e.g. Hercus, 2013, 2014), and it is likely each of the
springs would have been inscribed in story as part
of the wider cultural landscape (Rose, 2004). The
manipulation and management of water resources
in Aboriginal Australia is well documented, and
in relation to springs included regular cleaning to
maintain depth and water quality, protection from
animals, care and respect in use, and ceremo
nial elements (Stuart, 1865; Duncan-Kemp, 1934;
Bandler, 1995; Bayly, 1999).
Early white explorers and travellers provide
glimpses into Wangkamadla occupation and use of
springs, although these observations were often cursory and made when Aboriginal society was already
subject to the pressures that ultimately saw the area
depopulated. In 1883, four decades after Charles
Sturt’s journey, surveyor-explorer Charles Winnecke
provided the first written descriptions of the Mulligan
River springs (Winnecke, 1884). His descriptions
make it clear that he was entering a well-peopled
country, within which the springs were focal points
for survival and travel. He recorded the Aboriginal
names for the springs he visited – Biparee, Boolcoora,
Tintagurra, Montherida, Alnagatar, Cunja and
Etabucka – from his Aboriginal guide, Blucher.
When he visited, there were people camped at
Biparee and the springs north-west of Tintagurra,
and Winnecke found four axes and a tomahawk buried at Ethabuka Spring. These evocative spring
names – and others including Mirrica, Allawonga,
Wongitta, Currabinta, Peanunga, Talaera, Wandera,
Pitchamurra and Cookeygermina – survive the
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colonial period that saw the area depopulated, but
the stories behind these names were not recorded.
In 1885, government surveyor Twisden Bedford
recounted a story from the Mulligan River of an
“oracle” who lived at the bottom of a spring, possibly the Ethabuka Spring, which was thought to
be bottomless (Winnecke, 1884). This oracle, “big
fellow masser”, was consulted in a strange manner:
… one Aboriginal taking a big stone in each
hand, dived head first into the bubbling water.
A second Aboriginal jumped in immediately
afterwards, and catching hold of his predecessor’s legs, which appeared above the surface
of the water, forced him further down. A third
Aboriginal then jumped in and forced the
second down, all remaining under the water for
as long a time as they could hold their breath
in abeyance. They then all came to the surface,
when the leading native gravely announced that
he had interviewed the big fellow masser, and
that big fellow flood come up along a one-fellow
moon. And what is more, the flood did come
in another month as predicted (Bedford, 1886,
p. 112).
From the 1870s, the pastoral frontier rapidly enveloped Wangkamadla country. Across the Channel
Country and Simpson Desert, massacres, disease
and addiction decimated the lives of Aboriginal
people (Roth, 1897; Watson, 1998). Permanent
water points were often sites of frontier conflict
in arid Australia, although such incidents were
poorly documented and often deliberately concealed (Watson, 1998; Jackson & Barber, 2016).
No massacres are documented from Wangkamadla
country, but there were Native Police stationed
across the region and violence in surrounding areas
(Lamond, 1953; Hercus & Sutton, 1986; Bottoms,
2013). It is likely that any Wangkamadla people still
living on country moved into towns and stations
during the severe drought of 1899–1900, as has
been documented for the Wangkangurru people,
the Wangkamadla’s southern neighbours (Hercus,
1985). Some Wangkamadla people worked on pastoral stations in the area, including Glenormiston,
Sandringham and Marion Downs, and others continue to reside in the towns of Bedourie, Urandangi,
Boulia and Mt Isa (Kelly, 1968; Davidson, 1983;
Barton, 2001). All current property managers we
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spoke with recognise the significance of the country
encompassing the springs to the Wangkamadla, and
people continue to visit sites in the area.

Colonial Exploration and Pastoral History

As the pioneer prospectors and pastoralists pushed
to the edges of the desert country in the 1880s, the
imperative for water overrode notions of the sacred.
Shallow bores were drilled on or near springs,
while others were scooped out to enhance their
flow. Charles Winnecke thought the desert “a most
discouraging country to travel over, and for which
a man obtains little or no credit … yet it is necessary to traverse and examine this country in detail,
for one can never tell where and when an oasis
may be found” (1894, p. 10). As the only source
of permanent water west of the Mulligan River,
the springs were important stepping stones on his
push west into the present-day Northern Territory,
and he visited most of the southern springs, from
Beperry to Ethabuka. His descriptions of these
springs are the only ones preceding the construction of bores and excavation of springs (Table 1),
although Biparee, the far south-eastern spring
of the Mulligan group (Figure 1), had already
been fenced and “cleaned out” by early pastoralists. The party camped at Bookera (Boolcoorra)
Spring before heading north-west into the dunefields, although their stay was not a pleasant one,
with Winnecke recording that “a fearful hurricane,
driving clouds of dust and sand into our faces has
been blowing from the west for the past forty-eight
hours” (1884, p. 6).
After Winnecke, numerous prospectors and
travelling correspondents visited the springs, marvelled at and pondered their character, and considered their utility for stock. In 1884, a correspondent
going by the name of ‘Viator’ visited the northern
springs, along Sherbrook Creek above its junction with the Mulligan. He considered the springs
“the most remarkable feature of the Far West”, and
described them as:
… abound[ing] in all shapes, sizes, and descriptions; from the big mound with a stream gushing
out, to the tiny cup of water no bigger than a
horse’s hoof. The water in most of the springs is
delicious, though a few have a slight taste like
gunpowder. There is not the slightest suspicion
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of salt in any of them, which is the more remarkable as they are all close to the Mulligan, which
in that part of its course is the saltiest of salt
creeks. What struck me most was the entire
absence of mud springs, such as are so common
in the spring country on the Paroo. Many of the
mounds are covered with long reeds from 10ft
to 12ft. high, and growing in a dense mass quite
impenetrable. Others are clothed with a dark
rush that I don’t remember seeing anywhere
else, and they look quite black at a distance.
I was told that these were the best for water, and
heard marvellous tales of tremendous gushes
of water coming from the few that had been
opened; streams suddenly spouting feet up in
the air, &c., but I took all this cum grano salis.
The best that I saw did not appear to me capable
of watering more than 2000 cattle each in their
present state, though no doubt the flow could be
greatly increased (1884, p. 5).
In 1890, intrepid author A. J. Vogan faced “the
terrors of the trackless waste” to explore these
“curious springs of the Never Never” along the
Mulligan River (Vogan, 1890, p. 582). Vogan was
not averse to some poetic and artistic licence. Even
accounting for some aquifer drawdown (see below),
his estimate of 300 springs seems wildly excessive, and some of his sketches, including verdant
gorges and fern-festooned cliff faces (Figure 2B),
bear little resemblance to features on the ground.
Nevertheless, he displayed a keen scientific interest
in the springs, speculating on the processes behind
these miraculous oases in the midst of “as dreary
a wilderness of forbidding, barren wretchedness
as one could find anywhere” (1890, p. 582). He
suggested the springs might be of thermal origin,
and were of greater flow and temperature in the
geological past. Early pastoralists’ plans for the
springs were grand: “gradually to open up all these
springs, and, collecting their libations by a system
of ditches, keep a perennial stream flowing down
the bed of the Mulligan” (Vogan, 1890, p. 582).
Although such lofty plans were never realised,
the springs remained critical to pastoral life in
this remote region well into the 20th century. In
1910, the Pastoralists’ Review reported that each
of six springs in the New Carlo group was capable
of watering 1500 cattle, with the correspondent

enthusing that “nothing impressed me so much in
outback Queensland as these wonderful springs”.
A correspondent, ‘Bendleby’, visited Sandringham
Station in December 1915 and was taken to see the
“mud springs”, which were regarded as “one of the
most valuable assets on this station … [occurring]
in some of the best country, with the feed right up
to and around them. An artesian bore, the first in
the district, had been put down and a grand supply
of water obtained” (1916, p. 6). Bendleby recorded
that “There were about 5,000 head of cattle on this
[the neighbouring] station, which was known as
Mungerebar, every hoof of which was, at the time of
my visit, watering at one spring near the homestead,
and within a short distance of the Sandringham
boundary” (1916, p. 6).
The prolific inland correspondent Bill Harney,
who spent time riding the rabbit fence near the
Northern Territory border in the 1930s, wrote that:
Water is a god in the dry lands. The native word
for ‘camp’ is water, and the traveller when asking about the next camp would say: “How far
the next water?” … Mud springs give life to
that part:— Jewelery, Pelungra, Pinchamona,
Pulchra with its lonely grave of the half-caste
girl who was drowned there, Carlow flat with its
extinct volcano and mass of mud springs on the
bank of the Mulligan River (1946, p. 54).
Huts, stock camps and yards were built at
springs, which were also essential to the construction and mainten
ance of the rabbit-proof fence;
indeed, the fence was diverted from its planned
line to pass Alnagata and Ethabuka Springs
(Superintendent of the Gregory North Rabbit
Board, 1897, p. 6). Boundary riders lived at a spring
called Mirrica, 15 miles west of the Mulligan and
10 miles south of Ethabuka Spring (Harney, 1946).
Montherida/Monteritta Spring was the last water
along the fence heading out into the dunefields
until Kuddaree Waterhole, some 150 km to the
south. It was also, understandably, a much-awaited
landmark on the return journey. Harney’s boun
dary rider mate, Steve, recounted a harrowing tale
about losing his pack camels and all his water some
50 miles from Monterrita. A dust storm descended,
and his riding camel Trunga forged on into the
wind and sand:
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The wind roared on, the sand cut as with a lash,
the stunted gidyeas brushed past in the march.
Still Trunga kept on. At times he would fall to
his knees, then up again and on his way. How
long we travelled I do not know; I lost consciousness on that terrible night. Then Trunga
stopped and lowered himself to the ground and
refused to move. It was then I heard, faint and
unmistakable, the suck, suck of a camel drinking. Was I mad? Was this an illusion to mock
me? I fumbled with the straps and the calico, fell
off his back, crawled to his head and felt. Water!
We were at water. I drank and fell asleep. On
opening my eyes in the daylight, I discovered we
were at Moterrita spring (1946, p. 63).
Harney recounted his visit to the “hillbillies”
at “Eitherbooka” (Ethabuka) Spring, the most
isolated of the Mulligan springs, and the tragedy
being played out against the backdrop of harsh red
dunes:
… I looked out on the scene before me: the
lonely life, the flowers tended on the grave
nearby that marks the spot of another child who
had died. “The camels were too rough for me,”
said Lil. “It was stillborn, but I had dreamt of
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it as a lovely child, so I asked Bill to give it a
decent funeral. He growled at first; then we dug
the shallow grave and there it lies. In the evening I often see it rise from the grave and play
about. I show it to Bill. He says I’m mad but I
know better, It is here,” and she pats her breast;
“it will return to me” (1946, pp. 63–64).
The old hut lived in by the people charged with
maintaining that section of rabbit-proof fence was
situated on the flat to the south of Ethabuka Spring,
and was moved into Bedourie by the Smith family,
former owners of Ethabuka, where it is now the
dining room at the Bedourie Hotel. The springs
remained mysterious and sometimes sinister to

the early settlers:
Woe to the beasts that get bogged there; their
struggles are in vain. Down they sink slowly to
their doom; then after a time their bones are cast
up again as though a giant ogre lived in the earth
beneath that spot – some unknown type of monster devil or lion ant using these traps as a lure
to entice the thirsty animals that they might be
caught in its dangerous viscous mud. Oh, what
a harvest it reaps in time of drought! (Harney,
1946, p. 55).

Table 1. Charles Winnecke’s 1883 descriptions of the southern Mulligan River springs, in order of visitation.
Winnecke’s names for the springs, where they differ from contemporary names, are shown in brackets.
Spring

Winnecke’s description

Beppery
(Biparee)

“These springs are situated at the north end of a small claypan, which is surrounded by high spinifex
sandridges. A few natives were encamped here, who, on our appearance, fled into the sandhills; the springs,
three in number, are close together and similar to a great many mound springs on the overland telegraph line;
they are slightly above the level of the claypan on little mounds; the water, although somewhat charged with
soda, is drinkable. One of these springs has been fenced in and cleaned out, which has caused a small stream
of water to flow into the claypan. I found it to run about 2,000 gallons a day; a far larger quantity of water
could be obtained by further improving the spring” (11 September).

Bookera
(Boolcoorra)

“… to another small claypan, containing several springs similar to those at Biparee; they are at present
useless, being choked up with rubbish. It would require but a little labor [sic] to render these springs capable
of watering a large quantity of stock. We camped at these springs, which the natives call Boolcoorra”
(12 September).

Alnagata
(Alnagatar)

“… a small spring which the natives call Alnagatar. We filled our kegs here in case this should be our last
water” (12 September).

Cunja

“On ascending a high sandridge, to the east of Alnagatar Spring, I saw another small spring which the natives
call Cunja. All these springs are similar and are situated in small claypans amongst high red sandhills; they
could be made to water a large number of stock if properly developed” (12 September).

Tintagurra

“Another small claypan, containing several springs similar to Boolcoorra, and situated about half a mile
to the N.W., amongst the sandhills, is called Tintagurra …” (12 September).

Ethabuka
(Etabucka)

“… a small spring of very pure water, amongst a clump of timber situated between two high sandridges.
The blackboy declared this spring to have no bottom; the surface is about ten feet long, six feet wide, and
one foot deep. I can form no idea as to the quantity of stock it would water without a proper test” (12 October).
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Figure 2. Vogan’s 1890 sketches, (A) #1 “The Kendall Spring, near Carlo, Lat. 23°S, Long. 138°E″ and (B) #5 “The
Wandara Spring, showing silica basin, on the Mulligan River”. The Kendall Spring sketch seems most likely to be
Crater Spring (C), while the most likely candidate for Vogan’s Wandara Spring is Natural Well (D).

On still desert nights, lonesome travellers could
sometimes hear Bulkra (Bookera) Spring moaning
over the sandhills: “Bulkra, Bulkra, the sound of
water and gas escaping from the mud” (Harney,
1946, p. 55). Bookera’s cry was known to the
Mulligan bushmen, as recounted by boundary rider
Steve during his aforementioned dust-storm journey to Monterherida:
The sun became a red ball in the sky, then
gradually faded away; the sand-storm rose to a
violent pitch; it was so dark even at midday that
I couldn’t see a few feet past old Trunga’s ears.
I was becoming weak when old Trunga faltered
and threw himself to the ground. Frantically
I beat him to urge him on, as I myself was failing
from want of water and sleep. I could hear distant waters gurgling nearby and often plain and
distinct the welcome sound of “Bulkra” coming
over the wind, though only reason could tell me
it was an illusion and a snare. Imagination is a
terrible curse to the thirsty man; the mirage in
the distance lures him on to his doom; the voices
call from the subconscious mind; he hears
the welcome sound of water and so he rushes
onward to destruction (1946, p. 63).

Remains of old stock camps and yards are
found near Old Carlo, Pitchamurra, Montherida
and Bookera Springs. There are remnants of old
fences around many springs, presumably to prevent stock bogging, and troughs and defunct
windmills at some. There are graves on low sand
dunes near Currabinta and Ethabuka Springs,
which respectively read: “IN MEMORY BLACK
BOY JACKEY BALKIN DIED 23 JUNE 1917
AGED 14 YEAR” and “21 October 1919. In loving
memory of Matthew Edward Corkhill, missed by
his loving parents”. The latter was possibly a child
of the couple Bill Harney met at the spring some
time in the 1910s.
Despite their importance to the early pastoral
economy, only one spring group – Cookeygerima
Springs – is marked on the survey run plan from
ca 1890, and fewer than a third are marked on
the later ‘4 mile’ series (Figure 3) drawn in 1928
and 1957.

Current Knowledge and Status

There are 34 main spring groups in the Mulligan
River supergroup, as well as many small soaks
and mounds, covering an area of about 70 × 40 km
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along the upper Mulligan River and extending into
the dunefields to the west (Figure 1). Our 2013
survey mapped over 90 individual vents, with individual spring wetlands ranging in size from <1 m2
to about 1350 m2. The southern springs (Alnagata,
Cunja, Bookera, Beppery and Ethabuka; Figure 1)
form pools on claypans in swales between linear
sand ridges typical of the Simpson Desert. They
often occur on small mounds near the edges of
swales.
The exception is the mysterious Mirrica Spring
(Figure 1), which is marked on 4-mile maps and
described by Bill Harney as being 10 miles south
of Ethabuka Spring, 15 miles west of the Mulligan
River, on the netting fence. The Smith family, longterm residents and graziers of Ethabuka, knew
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Mirrica Spring as a small rockhole in an outlying
outcrop of Tertiary sandstone, where the Hooray
Sandstone is pinched out or thin against the Toomba
Fault (Reynolds, 1964). It was apparently excavated
and no longer flows, and there are disused flume
pipes lying nearby. The rockhole and surrounding country do not have the appearance of a GAB
discharge spring, and the location on the map and
from Harney’s description places it further south
amongst low mesas. Extensive searching in this
area has found only a one-metre-deep ephemeral
rockhole at the base of a small cliff. Assuming the
location known by the Smiths is correct, Mirrica
Spring has ceased to flow and its situation in rock
outcrop is unlikely for a discharge spring (Fensham
et al., 2016).

Figure 3. 4 mile series 1, sheet 12B (1928) showing Carlo, Talaera, Allawonga and Cookeygerima Springs.
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We were unable to locate a spring mentioned
by Winnecke, apparently to the west of Bookera.
After leaving their camp at Bookera in September
1883, Winnecke’s party got disoriented in a dust
storm – Blucher, their Aboriginal guide, eventually
conceded that he was lost – and their course was
“very irregular and subject to many abrupt turnings” (Winnecke, 1884, p. 6). Winnecke recorded
that they “passed Tintagurra Springs and another
small spring at about one and a half miles; this last
spring seems to be a favourite camping place for
the natives; probably the water is slightly better
than that in the other springs”. Due to their irregular course, it is difficult to know where this small
spring is located, but their ultimate course was west
to Montherida Spring. During our 2013 survey, we
examined two claypans west of Bookera, but neither
had the appearance of springs or soaks. There is a
small scald approximately 1.5 km north-west of
Bookera that was not checked but is tentatively
assigned as the site of this “Camp Spring”.
The remainder of the springs are clustered in
two main groups, with some outliers, along the
upper Mulligan River and its tributaries, chiefly
Sherbrook Creek (Figure 1). They occur on the
broad samphire flats of the Mulligan River and
Sherbrook Creek floodplains, and some become
connected to these watercourses during floods.
These watercourses cut through extensive rolling
gibber plains, although Allawonga, Grindstone
and Pitchamurra abut dunefields. Some of these
springs appear to seep from beneath calcareous
rocky material, which forms low mounds above the
springs. Wandera Spring occurs just above a small
waterhole, which it feeds, while Wongitta Spring
is situated on a scalded rise above the western
shore of the ephemeral Lake Wongitta. In addition
to the main springs, there are many small soaks
marked by bore-drain sedge (Cyperus laevigatus)
and/or common reed (Phragmites australis), with
damp sand and occasionally tiny puddles of water.
Active, wobbly mud springs were recorded at two
sites (Lobbs Spring and on the north-western edge
of the Carlo Flat group; Figure 1), both in close
proximity to water springs.
Unlike other spring groups (Fairfax & Fensham,
2002; Powell et al., 2015), the majority of springs
(30 of 34 main springs) in the Mulligan supergroup
remain active despite the sinking of many bores

in the area (Figure 1). Only three springs are now
inactive: Currabinta near the centre of the supergroup, where a bore was sunk in 1890 on top of the
spring; Tintagurra in the south, which was probably located on a scalded claypan between dunes
where there is a scalded mound and abundant
stone artefacts; and Mirrica, whose hydrogeology
remains mysterious (see above). The status of
Camp Spring (see above) is unknown. It is likely
that the flows and wetland sizes of others have been
reduced due to declining aquifer pressure. Many
bores within 20 km of the springs that tapped the
Hooray Sandstone ceased to flow within a century
(e.g. registered bore numbers 1661, 776, 14146), and
spring water once flowed Sylvester Creek for six
miles (Purcell, 1892), indicating substantial decline
in groundwater pressure.
The springs appear to display considerable
natural dynamism. Some of the smaller soaks
and mounds on the Mulligan River floodout are
apparently being inundated with sand, and may
ultimately become sandy mounds where water no
longer reaches the surface. The springs on Carlo
Flat on Glenormiston (Figure 1) demonstrate this
process. Wind-blown sand accumulates around
the patches of perennial vegetation around springs
and soaks on an otherwise unvegetated plain. This
raises the spring to a mound but eventually seals
the flowing vent. At one site a now-extinct spring
has been completely buried, with only old timber
fence posts marking its former existence (Figure 4).
Vogan (1890) described this process:
These mud springs appear liable to be choked
from their very life-giving qualities. They become the battle-ground of a fierce floral struggle
for existence, while all around is oft-times nearly
a desert; and the final engagements terminate
in rushes of some kind taking up their waving
tasselled position on the moist mounds. These
rushes … crowd upon each other until their
close proximity causes the decrease of all, when
a fresh battle begins. The matted enterprising
roots, the falling leaves, the decaying stalks, also
the sand that the growing mass has collected and
deposited during the dust storms from the south,
would seem to at last quite choke up the outlet of
the spring. Remains of such pugged-up mounds
are not wanting. The natives also, in bygone
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times, have been instrumental in closing many of
them – it is supposed from superstitious motives
… (1890, p. 582).
There are inactive carbonate mounds and patches
of travertine on the Mulligan River plain between
Lobbs and Cookeygerima Springs (Figure 1), and in
dune swales to the west. These probably mark the
sites of fossil springs that may have been extinct
prior to pastoral settlement. One of these travertine
mounds was active in 2013, with wobbly mud on
top, suggesting that these apparently long-extinct
springs can become ‘reactivated’. Sunset Spring to
the north-east of Kidman Bore is at the base of a low
dune and in 2013 had the appearance of a new or reactivated spring. There is an arc of travertine around
the spring. High concentrations of grindstones, cores
and flakes around springs that remain active but with
no free water also hint at this dynamism.
Comparisons between the 1999 and 2013 survey periods suggest reactivation or increase in
wetland area at some springs due to increase in
aquifer pressure following bore capping (Klohn
Crippen Berger, 2016). New spring mounds had
popped up adjacent to the main springs at New
Carlo. Numerous springs in the north of the group
on Glenormiston were flowing more and creating
larger wetlands in 2013 than 1999. In 1999, water
was found at 80 cm below the ground surface in
Cookeygerima Spring; in 2013, the mound was
moist on the surface and 
dotted with Cyperus
laevigatus (Figure 5); old fence posts around the
spring suggest that the spring was once a hazard
to stock, indicating greater flow in the past.
Lobbs Spring was a tiny puddle of water, 20 cm
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in diameter × 2 cm deep in 1999, with a second
soak (no free water) 25 m to the west. In 2013,
it had a wetland area of 8 × 5 m, comprising a
mound of Cyperus laevigatus and a pool of free
water, and 25 additional vents (some with free
water, some small soaks and some mud springs)
were documented, running north–north-west for
about 4 km along the Mulligan River plain. These
have appeared since a nearby bore was capped in
the mid-1990s. Future monitoring of springs in
this area will provide further insights into spring
recovery and emergence following bore capping.

Ecology and Conservation

Springs in the Mulligan River supergroup are
generally small, with a median wetland area of
12 m2. Half of the springs with wetlands cover areas
<10 m2, and only five have wetlands at least 1000 m2
in area. Their waters are generally alkaline (average
pH 8.5, std.dev. 0.85, range 7.0–10.0; n = 35) and
range from fresh to brackish (average 5,318 µS/cm,
std.dev. 6,454 µS/cm, range 1,044–29,100 µS/cm).
Desert rainbow fish (Melanotaenia splendida
tatei), glass fish (Ambassis sp.) and Lake Eyre
hardyheads (Craterocephalus eyresii) have been
recorded in the springs on the Mulligan/Sherbrook
Creek floodplain. The hardyheads in New Carlo
Spring are thought to be the source population for
the upper Mulligan (Adam Kerezsy, fish ecologist, pers. comm.). The springs are also havens for
wetland birds – clamorous reed warblers, whitenecked herons, grey teal, black-fronted dotterels
and spotted crakes were among those observed at
the springs in May 2013.

Figure 4. Spring dynamics on Carlo Flat, 2013; from left: active spring, Sand Spring (augmented by recent rain);
Wandera mound with Cyperus laevigatus but no free water; and Frankie’s Spring, now buried with only old fence
posts marking the site of a former spring.
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Figure 5. Cookygermia Spring in 1999 (left)), when water was reached after digging to 80 cm depth, and in 2013
(right), when the surface was moist and dotted with the sedge Cyperus laevigatus.

Camera traps confirmed the importance of the
springs to zebra finches, budgerigars, galahs and
other granivorous birds, while corvids, emus, bustards and brolgas were regularly recorded congregating and bathing in the associated wetlands. Common
raptors such as spotted harriers, wedge-tailed eagles
and brown falcons were recorded visiting many of
the springs, with grey falcons often seen drinking
and hunting around the most westerly springs.
The springs are reliable watering points for
native mammals needing to drink at regular intervals (Figure 6). Dingoes and red kangaroos are
able to persist during dry conditions with access to
these permanent waters. The springs also provide
refuge for many introduced species such as foxes,
cats, camels and pigs (Figure 6), with considerable
impact on spring vegetation and morphology by the
latter two species (see below). Interestingly, a number of reptile species including bearded dragons,
perentie and sand goannas have been observed
utilising the springs, often drinking from small
pools, but most likely taking advantage of the invertebrate prey associated with the spring habitats.
No plant or fish species are endemic to the
Mulligan River supergroup; however, GAB scald
endemics Trianthema sp. (Coorabulka R.W. Purdie
1404) and Sporobolus partimpatens are common
around 23 and seven spring groups, respectively.
Cyperus laevigatus, which is restricted to GAB
springs and bore drains in inland Queensland, was
recorded in 38 spring wetlands in 22 spring groups,
representing highly disjunct populations. The sedge
Fimbristylis ferruginea was found only at Post and
East Springs on Glenormiston; it is restricted to a
few GAB springs in western Queensland, although

it is widespread in coastal areas. Disjunct populations of the common reed Phragmites australis
and bulrush Typha orientalis were each recorded
at seven spring wetlands in four northern spring
groups. No endemic snails or other invertebrates
were recorded in the springs, although red worms
seen at Blacks and Allawonga Springs warrant
further investigation. This lack of taxonomic or
phylogenetic endemism contrasts with other GAB
spring groups, and the Mulligan River springs are
also characterised by lower species richness and
taxonomic diversity than most other spring groups
(Rossini et al., 2018).
Many of the major springs are highly modified,
particularly those that occur in dune swales in the
south of the supergroup, where five of the seven
major spring groups have been excavated or had
major structural modifications. Alnagata North and
Ethabuka have large flumes inserted into the centre
of their wetlands, from which water was piped to
hollows dug nearby, while Beppery has a stone well
and rusty bore in the centre of the largest spring.
The northern and central springs on the Mulligan
River plains are less modified, although the New
Carlo, Natural Well and Blacks Springs all appear
to have been excavated to improve cattle access.
Date palms have been planted at three northern
springs, but photos and observations between 1999
and 2013 suggest that they are not spreading. There
are no detailed descriptions or biological collections from the springs prior to modification, and it
is possible that endemic or unique spring species
were lost due to modification of wetlands and
aquifer drawdown reducing the size and perhaps
permanence of some springs.
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Figure 6. Utilisation of Mulligan River springs by both native (top) and introduced (bottom) fauna. Images taken
from motion sensor cameras set up at the springs between October and November 2012.

The springs remain a focus for cattle grazing,
with most of the larger springs showing some evidence of cattle damage in 2013, including eight that
were heavily impacted by trampling. Some springs
on Glenormiston are now fenced from cattle, while
the springs on Ethabuka have not been grazed since
its acquisition by Bush Heritage Australia in 2004.
Ethabuka and Alnagata North Springs have been
fenced from camels, and the recovery of vegetation
around the springs has been pronounced. There was
evidence of pig damage at 34 of the 64 springs with
wetlands. This was affecting >50% of the spring
wetland area at seven springs, but these surveys
were conducted after wet seasons, and pig impacts
on the springs are known to intensify in dry times.
Spring vegetation seems to be able to recover from
even severe grazing and trampling disturbance.
Some springs that were heavily impacted by cattle
and pigs in 1999 showed little sign of disturbance

and were covered in dense vegetation in 2013, while
others that were unaffected in 1999 were heavily
impacted by cattle in 2013. Allawonga Spring
was fenced in 1999, allowing a dense thicket of
Phragmites australis to dominate the spring, which
became entirely devoid of free water (Figure 7).
This provides an example similar to experiences in
South Australia, where complete exclusion of grazing disturbance with fencing may not be the most
appropriate form of spring management (Fensham
et al., 2010). Fencing needs to be assessed on a caseby-case basis and should include gates to allow
potential occasional disturbance.
As discussed above, new springs seem to be
emerging, and some old ones reactivating or becoming larger, probably due to restored aquifer pressure
with bore capping. There are no doubt other springs
yet to be ‘discovered’, although they were no doubt
well known historically to the Wangkamadla
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p eople – as evidenced by the artefacts around some
of the more remote springs located in 2013. There
are many claypans to the west of the Mulligan
River on Marion Downs, and it seems likely that
some unvisited claypans harbour soaks and perhaps

small springs. Although the area bounded by
Cookeygerima Spring, Currabinta Bore, Kidman
Yards and Lobbs Bore (ca 10 × 6 km) has been
reasonably thoroughly surveyed, it is likely that
numerous small vents have been missed.

Figure 7. Allawonga Spring 1, February 1999, when fenced to exclude cattle and supporting a dense thicket of
Phragmites australis without free water (left) and trampled by cattle and pigs in March 2013 following destruction
of fence, but with free water present (right).

Concluding Comments

Flumes, excavations, cattle and the devastating impact of colonisation on the traditional custodians of the
springs make communing with the Mulligan River spring Oracle more difficult today. However, there
remains something inherently compelling about this water, travelling thousands of kilometres over perhaps tens of thousands to millions of years, to finally rise and create oases between the fiery red dunes and
along the ghostly white flats of the Mulligan River. Future work should focus on better elucidating their
hydrogeology, particularly with regard to projected water use by extractive industries in the Eromanga
Basin (Klohn Crippen Berger, 2016) and understanding spring dynamism and apparent recovery of some
springs with bore capping. Detailed archaeological work at the springs would provide further insights
into Aboriginal use of the springs, including their place in the broader cultural landscape and potential
significance to Aboriginal trade networks in inland eastern Australia.
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